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Profile
Working as full stack web developer since 2009, I have built dozens of websites and
web applications for small/medium businesses using modern tools and technologies,
which I have currently set to Laravel and AngularJS. Looking for long-term
collaborations to further develop my skill-set, with a preference for remote work.

Experiences
WEB DEVELOPER - CENTRO MEDICO CHIRURGICO VETERINARIO S.R.L. — 2008 - PRESENT

Managing and migrating an old Filemaker hospital management software to a web
based application, to obtain needed data consistency and reliability. Used tools
include PHP, Laravel, AngularJS, PostgreSQL and Redis. Other tasks include creation
and management of the company website, which offers advanced features like
medical references submission, online appointments and trainees signup.
WEB DEVELOPER - THEMIX ITALIA S.R.L. — 2013 - PRESENT

I’m responsible for a hosted lab reports publishing system to whom a wide array of
italian laboratories rely to provide online retrieval to their customers. The project
follows strict security standards and uses encryption to make sure that no one, except
the owner, can access the information.
FREELANCE WEB DEVELOPER AND CONSULTANT — 2009 - PRESENT

As a freelance I’ve managed web projects for many companies, from simple static
pages, to CMS based websites (Drupal 6-7 and Wordpress), to more complex custom
coded websites. I worked as the only interface with the client or integrated in other
teams, where I usually cared for the most technical parts. Always outsourced graphic
design and SEO to third parties.
WEB DEVELOPER - BRAIN REFRESH LAB S.R.L. — 2010 - PRESENT

My role consists in the creation and management of internal training websites for
medium/large companies (usually in the finance/banking industry), which share a
single codebase built on Laravel, flexible enough to support lots of per client
customizations. Among the clients: Volkswagen Financial Services, Aviva, Sara
Assicurazioni, BPER, Helvetia, Sky Italia.
WEB DEVELOPER - HOTEL ROCCE ROSSE — 2009 - 2011

I was responsible for the creation and development of the company website, third
party APIs and booking engine integration, internal software management.

Instruction
Liceo Scientifico Innocenzo XI — Diploma, 2005

Key Skills
Coding
Frameworks
Storage
Testing
Dev/deployment

PHP, Javascript, Golang
Laravel, AngularJS, jQuery
MySQL, PostgreSQL, Redis, Elasticsearch
PHPUnit, PHPSpec
Git, Vagrant, Ansible

